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Creating a Legacy-Assuring Special Smiles 

In a historical moment DJ college of Dental Sciences and Research became 

operational on September 24, 2014, opening doors to Athletes from SO Bharat for 

quality Dental screenings and cure, within their vicinity. 

9 doctors, along with Suneedhi, the special child after whom the Clinic gets its 

name, were present to receive and screen 11 Athletes between ages 7 and 22 

under the supervision of Dr.Reena Kumar. The Athletes came from ‘Blessings for 

all’ , a care facility run by Nishant, Regional Trainer , SO Bharat.  
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Playing in the presence of undergraduate Dental students the Athletes waited for 

their turn in a room adorned with toys and pictures in vibrant colours. So excited 

was Keshav, 7 yrs, the youngest Athlete, that he refused to leave the clinic, and 

had to be gently persuaded to do so. 

  

The first day at the clinic was exciting and, busy for Suneedhi, as she went to all the 

Athletes, distributing Oral Care products. 

  

Suneedhi, who discontinued schooling after her father passed away, would be re 

starting her education at Anand Training  Center , where all the residents of 

‘Blessings of all’ receive education, following her assessment there. Nishant would 

like to introduce Suneedhi to Bocce and later move her to other sport disciplines, 

based on her assessment from time to time. Having interacted with her, he is 

certain that soon after joining SO Bharat, she would be ready to go for the 

Athletes Leadership Program (ALPs).Her mother will visit the residential facility 

before Suneedhi joins it, which will be in the near future.  
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Dr. Shazia, Post Graduate, Paedodontics, was overwhelmed, as it was her first 

experience with children with special needs and looks forward to more of these 

clinical sessions. She found most of them friendly, but, the ‘tell-show-do’ technique 

was used to relax 2-3 of them, who showed slight signs of discomfort on seeing the 

equipments. The technique helps apprehensive children receive dental care, 

working just as well with many nervous (or even terrified) adults. Dr. Sharid felt 

that it was easy to manage the Athletes, 2-3 of whom would need diagnostic 

treatment.  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

‘Never have I come face-to-face, with persons with special needs, from a 

dental perspective. I dedicate a part of my life to them and thank SO Bharat 

for this exposure,’ Dr. Tasleem, PG Paedodontics, who is also preparing a 

theses on persons with special needs.  
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Dr. Reena plans to introduce conscious sedation (nitrous 

sedation) in therapy extended to Special Athletes, to manage 

hyperactivity for uninterrupted procedures. Also, following 

ethical guidelines, informed consent will be taken from the 

parent/guardian/Coach of all the Athletes visiting the clinic. 

Parents will be encouraged to visit the clinic to feel confident 

about Dental treatment given to the Athletes. Organizing picnics 

and games with the Athletes is in the pipeline too. 

Joining the core of the SO Bharat 

program, 10-15 dental students from 

DJ College will participate in a 

Unified football event taking place in 

Ghaziabad, UP, on 27th September. 

With the premises of the college 

available along with 550 dental 

students, Dr. Reena, welcomes the 

idea of incorporating Unified Sports 

on a regular basis, graduating to 

include engineering students in its 

fold, in due course.   

 


